
Fine organic foods
About us

Organic quality that you can taste, smell, feel on your palate and enjoy – that’s what Byodo Naturkost GmbH stands for. The 
owner-managed company has been offering organic fine foods in 100 % organic quality and with an exceptional taste for over 35 
years. From vinegar and oil, aromatic fine foods, tasty snacks and treats to genuine Italian pasta: The whole Byodo team and the 
quality assurance personnel taste, test and perfect all of our products until they reach the point where they set gourmet hearts 
racing. Regular visits to suppliers and a strict analysis plan ensure the consistently high quality of the products.

Byodo has been continually blazing a trail in the production of organic products in perfect harmony with nature and in accordance 
with the strictest quality requirements and additional internal standards since its foundation in 1985. The name Byodo, which, 
loosely translated from the Japanese, means “the common path”, is a key concept in the partnerships we cultivate with our 
suppliers and customers as well as within the team itself. The organic pioneer is wholeheartedly committed to nature, the 
environment and social initiatives – a commitment which is also reflected, for example, in the company’s sustainable building.
Detailed information available at: www.byodo.de/en

Our portfolio for your success

For us, offering „The very best in organic food“ means far more than simply using the best ingredients. A particularly high quality 
standard is a fundamental part of our day-to-day work across the board, from the respectful way we treat our partners to the 
cooperation within our team to our friendly interaction with our customers. For Byodo, quality also means offering you exceptional 
customer service and ensuring that our activities have as positive an effect on nature and the environment as possible. In this 
special way, we naturally impart our quality standards into each and every one of our 100 % organic products too.

Double quality assurance, performed by our partner suppliers and Byodo’s in-house quality department, ensures optimum 
product security. These quality efforts are further complemented by random spot checks and regular supplier audits. The same 
is true of the internal and external Byodo sensory panels, allowing us to test our product concepts out on real customers before 
they are even launched on the market. This work pays off year after year, and we are delighted that our exquisite Byodo products 
are able to impress a number of judging panels annually.

Products made with 100% finest organic ingredients

fits sophisticated indulgence demands

Special priority on quality assurance work

optimal packaging for ideal product security

high variety of products

Range of self-imposed obligations & double quality 
assurance
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